Hudson Valley Community College’s newest facility, TEC-SMART (Training and Education Center for Semiconductor Manufacturing and Alternative and Renewable Technologies), opened January 2010 in Malta, NY. TEC-SMART is located at the Saratoga Technology and Energy Park® (STEP®).

First Floor

- Classroom Available $50,000
- Classroom Available $50,000
- Classroom Available $50,000
- Auditory Available $500,000
- Administrative/Faculty Offices Available $20,000
- Education Center Available $500,000
- Entrance Courtyard Available $250,000
- Alternate Fuels Laboratory Available $125,000
- Wind Energy Laboratory Available $125,000
- Geothermal Laboratory Available $125,000
- Clean Room Available $1,000,000
- Semiconductor Laboratory Available $125,000

Second floor naming opportunities on reverse side.
NAMING OPPORTUNITIES

Hudson Valley Community College’s newest facility, TEC-SMART (Training and Education Center for Semiconductor Manufacturing and Alternative and Renewable Technologies), opened January 2010 in Malta, NY. TEC-SMART is located at the Saratoga Technology and Energy Park® (STEP®).

Second Floor

Naming opportunities still remain for distinctive spaces in and around TEC-SMART. Everything from the naming of the entire TEC-SMART facility to the naming of various spaces inside and outside the facility is possible at this time.

To learn more about these opportunities, please call the Hudson Valley Community College Foundation office at (518) 629-8012.

Exterior view of TEC-SMART facility